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War Propaganda Intensifies as US Mainstream Media Calls for War on Iran to Stop the “Axis
of Resistance”

By Timothy Alexander Guzman, January 15, 2024

Remember when the mainstream media especially FOX News was calling for an attack on
Iraq because Saddam Hussein  and the  Baath  Party  was  developing Weapons  of  Mass
Destruction (WMDs)?

Bypassing Parliament: Westminster, the Royal Prerogative and Bombing Yemen

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, January 16, 2024

On January 11, the UK government, in league with the United States with support from a
number of other countries, attacked Houthi positions in Yemen. The decision had been made
without  recourse  to  Parliament  and  justified  by  Article  51  of  the  UN  Charter  as  “limited,
necessary  and  proportionate  in  self-defence”.

US Officials Concerned About Split Between Zelensky and Military Chief

By Kyle Anzalone, January 16, 2024

As the Ukrainian war effort lags into its third year, fractures have begun to emerge between
top officials in Kiev. The most significant is the growing divide between President Volodymyr
Zelensky and the head of Ukraine’s military, General Valery Zaluzhny. The split is alarming
US officials. 
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OpenAI Cuts ‘Military and Warfare’ Ban from Permissible Use Policy

By Brett Wilkins, January 16, 2024

ChatGPT maker OpenAI this week quietly removed language from its usage policy that
prohibited military use of its technology, a move with serious implications given the increase
use of artificial intelligence on battlefields including Gaza.

Ban the War Criminals from King Day Celebrations

By Margaret Kimberley, January 16, 2024

The Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. was born on January 15, 1929. His birthday became an
official federal holiday in 1983 and predictably the understanding of the significance of his
work is worse due to the designation of this supposed honor.

“Toxic by Design”: Researcher Explains How Big Pharma Vax Operation Shows Intent to
Harm

By Patrick Delaney, January 15, 2024

Former pharmaceutical executive and researcher Alexandra “Sasha” Latypova has laid out
compelling arguments for why the “cartel” that orchestrated the dissemination and uptake
of “biowarfare agents” — marketed as “COVID-19 vaccines” — operated with “very clear
intent to harm” and to execute a “mass genocide of Americans.”

Netanyahu to Blinken: This Is Not Only Our War, This Is Also Your War

By Al Mayadeen, January 16, 2024

Israeli occupation Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said on Saturday that no one would
stop “Israel’” from pursuing the war on Gaza, in which nearly 23,900 Palestinians have been
killed as a result of the ongoing Israeli aggression.

Why the U.S. National Security State Assassinated Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

By Edward Curtin, January 15, 2024

Imagine if King were alive today as the Israeli/U.S. alliance commits genocide against the
Palestinians  with  the  full  backing  of  U.S.  leaders  and aspiring  presidential  candidates.
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Everyone knows he would be denouncing these atrocities, while today’s smiling political
jackals with polished faces cheer them on or remain silent.

“Conflict of Sin-terest”: Why Israel Dumped Jeffrey Epstein’s Attorney, Alan Dershowitz

By Kit Klarenberg, January 15, 2024

Alan Dershowitz has long-loomed large among Epstein’s suspected pedophile confederates,
and with good reason. On top of a proudly admitted personal relationship with Epstein and
his  long-time  partner  –  or  “madam”  –  Ghislaine  Maxwell,  daughter  of  famed  Mossad
operative Robert Maxwell, in December 2014, Virginia Giuffre (nee Roberts) sued him.

Yemen Air Strikes by UK and US Set to ‘Inflame and Spread Conflict’

By Nicky Harley, January 15, 2024

The UK should have worked harder to ensure a peaceful solution in Yemen rather than
opting for aggression against the Houthi rebels, a former UK government minister has told
The National.
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